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ANDREA DAVIS PINKNEY: This is Andrea Pinkney with Marilyn Nelson for a brief dialogue about the creation of A Wreath for Emmett Till. Marilyn, the format of the poem, a heroic crown of sonnets, is really quite striking. Can you explain what it is and why you chose it for A Wreath for Emmett Till?

MARILYN NELSON: It’s very mathematical. I should probably first explain what a sonnet is. A sonnet is a poem, 14 lines of rhymed, usually iambic pentameter. And a crown of sonnets is a sequence of 7 interlinked sonnets in which the first line of the first sonnet becomes the last line of the last sonnet, and the last line of each sonnet is the first line of the following sonnet. That’s a crown of sonnets. A heroic crown of sonnets is a sequence of 15 sonnets, which are interlinked like the normal crown of sonnets, except that in the heroic crown the last sonnet is made up of the first lines of the previous 14 sonnets. So that’s a heroic crown of sonnets. My crown is slightly different because the last sonnet is also an acrostic. So the first letters of each line, if you read down, spell out the phrase, “RIP Emmett L. Till.”

ANDREA DAVIS PINKNEY: And let me say that you’ve, again, mastered it just spectacularly, and I know it’s quite a challenge to achieve this rare crown of sonnets.

MARILYN NELSON: It’s a challenge.

ANDREA DAVIS PINKNEY: Your poem includes literary and cultural illusions from Shakespearean sonnets to recent world events, including the World Trade Center bombings. How do you think these relate to Emmett Till’s murder in 1955?

MARILYN NELSON: I think the relevance of some of the references has to do with the idea of terrorism. The Ku Klux Klan and racist organizations related to the Klan were the first organized terrorist group in the world. The period during which many lynchings happened was at the beginning of the 20th Century, especially in the 19-teens. And this epidemic of lynchings was intended to terrorize the Black population in the South. These were acts of terrorism. And I wanted to relate those acts of terrorism with the acts of terrorism that are happening in our era.

ANDREA DAVIS PINKNEY: And I think what’s especially relevant, too, is that young people of today, who were alive during the World Trade Center bombings, can perhaps relate the two.
MARILYN NELSON: Yes.

ANDREA DAVIS PINKNEY: Can you talk about the symbolism of the natural world included in your poem: the wreath, the wildflowers and the voice of the tree witnessing Emmett Till’s murder?

MARILYN NELSON: Yes. The sonnet form was originally a poetic form that was used to declare love, and love poems very often use flowers as a symbol of romance. What I wanted to do is to turn around that tradition and describe something really beautiful in the form that is traditionally related to love, and I wanted to use the language of flowers to describe something horrible.

I wanted to present a picture of a wreath made of white flowers, which symbolize, as the poem says, innocence and hope. So that the flowers for me are kind of complicated in that they refer to the tradition of the sonnet and to the older tradition of the language of flowers.

The voice of the tree witnessing Emmett’s murder is, I suppose, symbolic, but it’s also a literary reference. It’s a reference to a poem by Paul Laurence Dunbar, early 20th Century African-American poet, one of whose poems is called The Haunted Oak. And in Dunbar’s poem, this haunted tree describes a lynching that it has witnessed. My poem makes a reference to the Dunbar poem.

ANDREA DAVIS PINKNEY: The story of Emmett Till’s brutal murder, it’s incredibly difficult and painful, and your poem addresses his death quite graphically. How do you think young readers and listeners are going to react to this?

MARILYN NELSON: I hope they will react with shock. I hope they haven’t been so jaded by the violence and brutality we see every day in the media that they will be unable to be shocked by this because it is a very shocking story. I hope they will react with empathy. I hope they will understand and empathize with the horror that Emmett must have felt, and his mother. And I also hope they will appreciate the history that’s being portrayed here, that they will learn something about a very difficult and painful and brutal period in American history.

ANDREA DAVIS PINKNEY: Marilyn, I thank you. Clearly, there was a tremendous amount of thought that has gone into the creation of A Wreath for Emmett Till, and I look forward to the reactions of readers.

MARILYN NELSON: Thank you, Andrea, and thank you for suggesting I write on the subject.
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